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The October 9, 1964 school edition of the teachers' 
supplement to Our Little Messenger carried the title : 
"Critical Thinking--Key 'l'o Our Future"~ In an earlier 
article , "Provisions for Critical Thinking in Basic 
Readers , " the present writer had observed that the basic 
readers , with the exception of only one series , did not 
1 
strongly contribute to critical thinking . 
In l96J a questionnaire survey by Austin resulted 
in replies from 795 schools which indicated "little" or 
"no" time was being devoted to the development of criti-
2 
cal reading skills in first and second grade . 
Assurance that a young child can do critical think-
ing was offered by Sister Julitta: · 
At an early age a child begins to distinguish between 
fact and fiction 1n stories and in actual informative 
1 
Oertr\tde Williams , "Provisions for 
ing in Basic Readers , " Elementary English, 
p . :32:3 '~ 
Critical Think-
(r~ay , 1959) , 
2 
Mary c . Austin, Coleman Morrison, et al . The First 
R, (Cambridge: Harvard Graduate School of Education, 
196:3) ' p . 40 . 
l 
.,·. . .. 
' , . 
2 
articles in his weekly newspaper or in readers and 
books . He can be led to experiment and verify 
statements and evaluate pictures • • •• The broadening 
of interests and tastes and experiences is attained 
in reading weekly magazines available for children 
at the primary level. ) 
If a broadening of interests , tastes , and experiences 
is attained in reading weekly newspapers and magazines, 
and if a child in this way can be led to read criti-
cally; then magazines could be used to stimulate think-
. 
ing of this kind in primary children'~· 
The present writer says , "could be used, " because 
Hitcy reports that magazines are popular in every grade 
4 
above the second~ Nevertheless , many reading specialists 
are in accord with Russell ' s view that critical thinking 
5 
should be initiated in the primary grades . In 1959 Bam-
man stated: 
The beginnings of critical reading are found 1n pri-
mary instruction, as children are asked to react to 
simple stories which are designe~ to arouse their 
pleasure , dislikes or prejudices . Oftentimes , small 
children candidly express opinions concerning the 
authenticity of statements which they find in sto-
ries , and these reactions should be encouraged . The 
distinction between fact and opinion, reality and 
fantasy cannot wait until the upper grades , because 
the roots o6 critical reading are established at 
this stage . 
J 
Sister M. Julitta, Growth in Reading for Informa-
tion, " Catholic School Journal, LVXXX, (October, 1941) , 
p . 21 . 
4 
Paul Witty, et al . "Studies of Children' s Interest-
A Brief ~ummary, 11 Elementary English, XXXVIII, (January, 
1961) ' p . JJ . 
5 .. 
Dayid H •. Russell, Children Learn To Read, (Chicago : 
Ginn and Co., ), p . )08 . 
,. 
Dr. George Spache shares this same view but adds a condi-
tion when he states: 
Training in critical reading may begin as early as 
in the primary grades, if it is stimulated by the 
teacher. Pupils begin with simple comments regard-
ing enjoyment, comparisons with experience, judg-
ments regarding the degree of realism that could be 
in the story.? 
More recently, Smith stated that critical reading is of 
tremendous importance at the present time because so many 
people are trying to influence thinking~ Therefore, she 
concludes: 
It is urgent that young people learn to evaluate 
critically, and that teachers should be emphasizing 
critical reading_ much more than they are doing at 
the present time.8 
These observations prompted the present writer to 
study young children's magazines to determine the extent 
to which the content of these periodicals could furnish 
stimulation for the practical development of critical 
reading and/or thinking skills with primary children. 
6 
Henry A. Bamman, Fundamentals of Basic Readlng 
Instruction, (New York: Longman's Green and Co., Inc., 
1959), p. 237. 
7 
George Spache, Reading in the Elementary School, 
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1964), p. 230. 
8 
Nila Banton Smith, Reading Instruction for Today's 




Statement of the Problem 
Basically, this study is aimed at evaluating a 
random sampling of ten children's magazines listed for 
children five to eight years old on the following broad 
questions: 
1. Are the articles found in the periodicals 
stimulating for first- and second-graders? 
2. Do the pictures and aids arouse critical 
thinking in children? 
3. Are there specific questions which would 
lend themselves to the promotion of criti-
cal thought? 
4. Do teacher's helps or suggestions provide 
directives 1n teaching critical reading? 
Significance of the Study 
It is the opinion of some individuals that learn-
ing to read must be coupled with critical evaluation. 
Burton aptly states: 
Every faker knows the weaknesses 1n human tendencies, 
the primitive credulity of mankind, his inability to 
evaluate critically. The chief problem 1n learning 
to read critically is to overcome these three tenden-
cies •••• reading-for-critioal eyaluation is an inte-
gr~l part of learning to read.~ 
9 
w. H. Burton, Reading in Child Development , 
(New York: Bobbs Harrill and Co., 1959), p. 324'. 
4 
As the first aim of this study, the writer be-
lieves that if the pupils are taught critical reading by 
.5 
using functional magazine content, they will most proba-
bly be made aware of the three tendencies which are preva-
lent . This realization will , in some way, it is hoped, help 
to overcome them'~ Accordingly, it would be necessary that 
the teacher encourage and develop the spontaneous reactions 
given by the pupils 1n primary grades when subjected to 
magazine reading . 
The second allied aim of this paper is to encour-
age teachers to use available magazines as a positive ap-
proach in developing critical thought since the current 
and functional nature of this material is apt to be more 
stimulating and motivating to children. They would easily 
identify themselves with grown-ups who also read magazines·~ 
The present writer; moreover , is impelled to come 
10 
to the conclusion as found in Hester 
ll 12 
others , including Sochor, Johnson, 
and shared by many 
13 
and Austin that 
the future of a democrary is dependent upon the ability to 
10 
K. B. Hester , "Critical Rea~ing , A Neglected Area, " 
Education, LXXIX, (May, 1959) , p . 537 . 
11 
Eleanor M. Johnson, "Reading and Thinking, " Teach 
Your Pupils How To Studz1 American. Education Publication, 
Wesleyan University, (1962) , p . 20 . 
12Elona Sochor, "Critical Reading , " Research Bul-
letin of the National Conference on Research in English, 
Champaign, Illinois: National Council of Teachers of 
English, (19.59) , p . 1 . 
l3Mary C. Austin, Coleman Morrison, et al. ~ 
First R, (Chambridge : Harvard Graduate School of Education, 
1963) , p . 43 
'· 
read critically. Therefore, the developing of acute think-
ing habits should be a continuing process in every school. 
The following picture painted by Stauffer confirms 
what the present writer considers an essential observation: 
In our democratic culture we cannot afford for one 
moment to become careless about critical reading and 
reflective thinking. Pupils free to think and to 
evaluate are also responsible for proof and sound 
decisions •••• Under proper guidance , pupil will learn 
to have the strength of thei~ convictions and the 
courage to deal with ideas . 
Scope and Limitations 
As the first step in this study, it was necessary 
to acquire subscriptions to first- and second-grade maga-
zines . Subscriptions to ten children's magazines for 
1964-1965 were used in the analysis . A briet description 
15 
of the ten periodicals may be fo1.md in the Appendix . 
A second step was to review educational literature 
in order to compile a list of skills known to be critical 
reading and/ or thinking skills'. 
Thirdly, the writer wished thereby to construct an 
appraisal device using the critical reading and/or think-
ing skills considered the most important by reading spe-
cialists to use in evaluating children' s magazines by an 
object! ve standard'·~ 
Finally, the findings of the study were summarized 
in tabular form'. 
14 
Russell Stauffer, "Critical Reading at_ Upper 
Levels , " Instructor, LXXIV, (I1arch, 1965 } , p . 75-. 






Except 1n a few cases , teachers' guides were not 
sent to the writer as requested . Consequently, it was 
necessary to gear the study exclusively to the content 1n 
the examination of the ten periodicals . The following 
areas covered were the context , pictures , questions , and 
any supplementary helps or directives provided. 
Definition of Terms 
7 
There has always been differences of opinion among 
educators both in defining "critical reading and. thinking" 
and in enumerating "Critical reading skills" . It is pre-
cisely in the area of crit;ical reading that confusion in 
skill identification was most apparent all through the years~ 
An early attempt found in Betts stated: 
Critical thinking should include an attitude 
of inquiry, ope:nmindedness , rnental maturity , infor-
mation for facts , language facility and techniques 
of d1scovery . l6 
A more functional definition involving the feelings and 
emotions was given by Bamman: 
Critical reading is when the reader becomes 
aware that the ideas which he is receiving are 
awakening emotional responses and arousing feelings 
of disapproval or approval and when he bigins to 
weigh and judge the ideas he encounters ·. ., 
Burton defined critical think~ng in 1960 as: 
••• the search for valid conclusions which 
solve our problems, resolve our doubts , and ena-
16 
Emmett A. Betts , 11 Reading as a Thinking Process " 
The National Elementary Principal, YJOCV , (September, 1955) , 
p . 88 . 
17 
Henry A·. Bamman, Loc . ill,. p . 237 . 
...... 
·~··· 7 
·' ,·· .. 
. r 
ble us to choose bei~een conflicting statements of 
doctrine or policy. 
A year later, Russell said that critical thinking was: 
An attitude of suspending judgment until the 
evidence is considered and skills in clarifying 
and attack!ng a specific problem presented 1n the 
material.l9 
The same year Gainsburg stated: 
We sometimes read more carefully, more search-
ingly. We get more and riche~0mean1ng •••• what the 
author meant by what he said. 
In 196J Austin said: 
Critical reading is closely related to critical 
thinking. Effective comprehension requires the 
ability to read between the lines, to make infer-
ences and draw conclusions and to anticipate the 
author's meaning. Moreover, the good reader thinks 
about what he is reading, recalls personal exper-
iences which substantiate or disprove those des-
cribed by the author, compares different sources of 
information, and forms valid conclusions.21 
The most recent attempt at defining critical reading is 
the one stated by Smith: 
Currently the term, Critical Reading, is in high 
favor. Many writers and investigators are including 
so many skills under the heading that the term is 
fast becoming almost as blanket-like in its concept 
as the general term, Comprehension. Critical read-
ing embraces all interpretive skills, study skills 
and evaluative skills ••• any reading in which think-
ing is done.22 
19 
David H. Russell, Loc. ~. p. 477. 
1C\iilliam Burton, Education for Effective Think+9kt 
(New York: Appleton-Century Croft Inc., 1960), p. 18. 
20 
Joseph c. Gainsburg, "Critical Reading Is Crea-
tive Reading and Needs Creative Thinking," The Reading 
Teacher, XV (December, 1961), p. 185. 
21 
Mary A. Austin, Loc. cit. p. 42 
22 
Nila s·~ Smith, ~. cit-. p. 270. 
8 
The definition that follows was the one developed 
from the sources just cited: Critical reading occurs when 
a child reads more carefully and searches for richer mean-
ings; when he notices interesting variations in meaning; 
and when he questions things that do not conform to his 
world of reality. 
Therefore , it would seem that directed training 1n 
provoking critical thought should be focused on the facul-
ties of doubting, questioning, and judging'. 
According to the present writer the definition of 
terms whenever stated 1n this study will be the following: 
Problem Solving is the ability to use context clues 
and pictures in reasoning out a solution to a problematic 
situation. 
Recognizing Relationships is the ability to note re-
lated ideas and graphic illustrations that would fit 1n 
categories, chronological order, or simple listing. 
Drawing Conclusions is the ability to form cause and 
effect relationships and images and to draw logical asso-
ciations in resolving a situation. 
Real or Fanciful is the ability to perceive state-
menta and pictures that conform to reality or unreality. 
Inference is the ability to recognize hidden and 1m-
plied mean~ngs and references. 
Comparisons and Contrasts is the ability to discri-




Generalizing is inductive thinking; ability to ap-
ply context and picture clues in the discovery of gene-
ralizations. 
Recognizing Relevancy is the ability to distinguish 
between pertinent or applicable concepts and unrelated 
ideas. 
Fact and Opinion is the ability to sense the differ-
ence between judgments and truths. 
Relating to Personal Experience is the ability to 
relate one's previous experiences to the present situation·. 
Specific application of these skills can be found in 






Aspects of Critical Thinking 
Thinking critically assumes educational importance 
and knowing what research has shown can aid in answering 
many questions . The research statements swrunarized in this 
chapter , while by no means exhaustive , do contain several 
significant answers to the following questions: 
1 . Can children think critically? 
2 . How do children attain critical thinking? 
J . Are there specific instances exemplifying chil-
dren's ability to think critically? 
4. Does research afford statements or studies to 
prove that children can actually be taught cri-
tical thinking? 
5 . \vould there be any problems involved in teaching 
to develop critical thought? 
6. In the last analysis , why should children be 
taught to think critically? 
Can children think critically? Current research 
gives evidence that five- and six- year olds can use all 





Child development, we find studies suggesting that children 
are capable of thinking critically about problems within their 
experience by the time they enter school, and that it would 
seem natur£1 for them to base much of their thinking on per-
1 
ception of the environment. 
In his study, MacPhee found that perception includes an 
internal and an external awareness couple& with interpreta. 
tion. 2 Russell confir-Ms and enhancaa MacEhee'a study When he 
says that as a ~rimary Child grows older his increasing store 
of concepts and understandings, gai~ed by persistent per-
ception of his envix·onment, enables him to deal more effective.-. 
ly with problema, including criticism of proposed solutionsa3 
How do children attain cz•i tioal thinking? Thirt7 
years ago, Dewey held the opinion tha~ the only way a per-
son could reach critical reading ability was by thinking 
alertly on his own present level, saying that some kind 
ot intellectual development and organization was required 4 
l 
David H. Russell, "Critical Thinking," Encaclopedia 
2!.,.Educational Research, ed. Chester Harris, (196 ) P• 651. 
2 
Halsey MacPhee, "Percepts U\d Images .As Primary Fac-
tors in Thi~ng," Proceedings of the ~Oth Annual Education 
Conference, University o? Delaware, (19 8), P• So. 
3 
David H. Russell, Children Learn To Think, (Chicago: 
Ginn and co., 1966), P• 477• 
4 
John Dewey, !LOW We Think, (Boston: D. c. Heatn 




In 1957 after conducting an experiment to develop 
critical thinking, Hyram still maintains that children prof-
it greatly from procedures aimed specifically at developing 
logical th1nking.5 Hazlitts ' experiments add that reason-
ing powers and patterns ~ children are somewhat similar 
to that of adults except that awakening implication, inherent 
in the newly acquired concept , comes slowly as the children 
advance 1n age . 6 
These findings and statements prompted the present 
writer to seek for ad~ional information regarding the actual 
skills used in this study. 
Examples of Critical Thinking by Children 
Are there specific instances exemplifying children' s 
ability to think critically? In an attempt to review chil-
dren' s facility with critical reading and/ or thinking skills , 
the present writer found instances actually involving first 
and second graders . In the succeeding concrete examples the 
active capacity inherent in children's thinking becomes ap-
parent . 
Witty relates a six-year old' s ability to recognize 
generalizations : 
A group of six year olds was reading a story about a 
5 
G. H. Hyram, "Experiment 1n Developing Critical 
'rhinking 1n Children, " Journal of Experimental. Education, 
XXVI , (December, 1957) , p . 125 . 
6 
Victoria Hazlitts , "Children' s Thinking, " British 
Journal of Educational Psychology, XX (April, 1930) , p . )61. 
~--
',, 




pony. One boy challenged the concept that all ponies 
are little . When the teacher asked him why he doubted 
he replied, "Indian ponies aren' t little . I knowt I 
see them on television. ? 
14 
According to Bruner, first graders can also distinguish rela-
tionships : 
A six year old once questioned the statement that 
three duc~s in a line was far from being a long parade 
of ducks . 
\>le read in Smith: 
Jean \'laS reading a story. Among other things the story 
sai d that Furry, the cat , played with them and ran on 
top of the playhouse which was constructed of news-
papers . Jean stopped in her reading and remarked , 
"Furry couldn' t have run on top of the playhouse , be-
cause it was made of paper . 9 
It is quite evident here t hat a primnry child had exper-
1enced the extent to which paper and cet are related in 
weight . \1ith reference to an eight- year old Smith goes on 
to say: 
Tommy, a second grader, read these statements in some 
Arithmetic material: Nancy went to the store to get 
some milk. Nilk was twelve cents a quart . She got 
two quarts. How much di d she have to pay? "There ' s 
something wrong here , " said Tommy. "Milk costs more 
than twelve cents . I paid twenty- one centc fer a 
quart at our store yesterday. nlO 
7 
Paul A. Witty, "Some Results of Eight Yearly 
Studies on TV, " School and ;:;ociety, LXXXVI , (1958) , p . 287 . 
8 
Jerome S . Bruner, "Learning and Thinking, 11 Harvard 
Educ ational Review, XXIX, (1959) , p . 184. 
9 
lUla B. Smith, "Levels of Discussion 1n Reading, " 
Education, LXXX {May, 1960) , p . 519 . 
10 
Smith, Qg. cit . p . 518 . 
Stauffer gives a picture showing first graders 
drawing conclusions and anticipating outcomes : 
The story for the session was entitled, "A Newspaper 
Helps" . The teacher directed the group to read the 
name of the story and then asked, "What do you think 
will happen?" Speculations were : 
"Perhaps a newpaper is used to train a dog . " 
11 Naybe the family finds a place to live by using a 
newspaper . n 
"The -paper may be used to wrap some toys . " 
"Naybe the paper is folded to use as a fly swat . " 
Speculations were adjusted when the first picture 
showed three boys looking in a puzzled way at a 
small dog . ~he ideas now given were: 
1.5 
"The boys look worried because it is a strange dog . " 
"The dog didn't listen to them and they will use the 
newspaper to train him . " 
"l'he boys are wondering 1rJhose dog it is . " 
"They want to play ball and the dog gets in their 
way . " 
Stauffer concludes by assuring us that the ability to anti-
cipate the next step in terms of the ultimate story outcome 
is a skill possessed by typical six year olds . 11 
P~ application showing a recognition of generaliza-
tion ability in children is given by Russell: 
Said one child watching a Television program: "All" 
the TV ads say "They" have the best breakfast cereal . l2 
Smith in a more recent article shows how a young child 
can distinguish fact from fancy in comparing incidents 
11 
Russell G. Stauffer , "Productive Reading- Thinking 
at the First Grade Level, " The Reading Teacher, XIII , 
{February, 1960) , p . 18) . 
12 
David H. Russell , "The Prerequisite : Knowing How 
To Read Critically , 11 .C:lementary .ci.nglish, :iGCX. , (October , 
1963) ' p . 579 . 
and ideas to personal experience : 
Susan and a group of first graders were reading a 
new page in their preprimer. The text was: 
SEE SHEP RIDE . RIDE , SEEP, HIDE . HIDE RIDE li'.AST! 
Above the three statements was a picture showing a 
dog in a cart . A little girl had given it a push 
at the top of the hill and the dog was riding down 
the steep hill all by himself. Susan blurted out , 
"That's foolish . A dog wouldn' t sit in a cart and 
ride uown hill like that . He ' d jump out . My dog 
won' t iyen sit in my wagon and let me pull him a-
round. .J 
Similarly, according to Todd and Efferman, very young 
children can sense the ways in which people relate im-
aginings to r~ality: 
Ann was putting together a puzzle in which a round 
piece representing a round balloon was missing. The 
teacher suggested to Ann that perhaps the balloon 
had popped. Ann replila quite literally that puz-
?:·le pieces cannot pop . 
The foregoing incidents show that children can think cri-
tically and evaluate matters relating to their experience . 
Research on Specific Critical Reading Skills 
16 
Does research afford statements or studies to prove 
that children can actually be taught critical thinking? As 
a research area, the field of critical reading and/or think-
ing suffers from lack of precision. Therefore , the present 
13 
Nila B. Smith, "Reading in Depth at I'1iddle Grades , n 
The Instructor, LXXIV (March, 1965) , p . 101. 
14 
v. E. Todd and H. H. Efferman, The Years Befo~ 
School , (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1964) , p . 421. 
~ ... 
- . 
- - . 
"..~f 
J-;~ 
¥.1: • .• 
writer tried to locate statements and experiments which 
w·ould provide information in this area. 
Long and Welch in an experimental investigation 
dealt spec1ficall1 with two critical reading skills. The 
results supported their primary assumption that both ac-
tive processes, namely; problem solving and generaliza-
tion can be effectively taught in first grade . 15 A rela-
16 ted study conducted by Ervin also confirms this finding. 
Two other thinking abilities: comparing and con-
trasting, can also be taught successfully . Lorge states , 
" • •• one of the first steps in critical thought is to or-
ganize information and experience by recognizing similar-
ities and differences . "17 Austin confirms this statement 
with experience based on actual observation in the class-
18 
room . 
Gainsburg also found by observation 1n the class-
rooms that drawing conclusions is another ability not be-
yond the scope of the primary child: 
For the need of interpretive reading takes place as 
Louis Long and Livingston Welch, "Reasoning 
Ability in Young Children, " Journal of Psychology, XII 
(July , 1941), p . 21. 
16susa~ M. Ervin, "Training and Logical Operation 
of Children, " Child Development , XXXI (1960) , p . 555 . 
17 
Irving Lorge, 11 ~'he ~1eacher' s Task in the Devel-
opment of Thinking, " The Reading Teacher , XIII (February, 
1960) ' p. 172 . 
18 r1ary C. Austin, Coleman Harrison, et al . The 
F1irst B. , (Cambridge: Harvard Graduate School of Educa-




far down as the primary grades when readers of the 
first grades are expected to figure out what hap-
pened to Renny Penny's friends when they went into 
Foxy \voxy's hole and never came out again.l9 
Distinguishing between fact and opinion and recog-
nition of relevant material are also skills possible of 
attainment in young children. Betts clarifies this belief 
for us when he reasons: 
••• sound tactics for starting pupils on the road to 
critical thinking are to enable them to evaluate dif-
ferent ideas and concepts, and to make them aware of 
the differences between fact and fiction. Judging 20 
relevancy plays a major role in children's thinking. 
Ervin's study reveals that a development of the 
abilities to generalize and to use generalization product-
ively occurs when actually taught--making the observation 
that formal thought could appear earlier in children than 
is actually the oase. 21 
The foregoing observations and studies seem to sug-
gest that critical thinking can be learned even by the very 
young child, but that a teaching emphasis according to the 
statements regarding logical development is vital to the 
stimulation of critical thought. 
Views on Teaching Critical Thinking 
Wguld there be any problems inyolved in actually 
t~aching to develgp critical thought? One of the persia-
l9Joseph c. Gainsburg , "Critical Reading is Crea-
tive Reading and Needs Creative Thinking," The Reading 
Teacher , XV {December, 1961), p. 185. 
20Emmett A. Betts , "Reading is Thinking," The Read-
ing Teacher, XV (December, 1961), p. 179. 




tent phrases recurring in educational literature is that 
of teaching critical reading skills . For research re-
veals in effect , that critical reading skills ,. whether 
called by different names or not , must be logically 
taught in the classrooms . 
Like reading and writing, critical thinking is a 
tool and should not be left to incidental learning . Ac-
cording to Martin, it is clear that without teacher stimu-
latio n and direction most students would not develop 
24 their critical reading power . This is in keeping with 
19 
Lorge's observation that thinking must be encouraged and 
taught as an active process \·Thich is primarily the decision 
of the teacher . 2S Hunt concurs that encouraging critical 
thinking 1n children requires special skill of the teacher 
26 to lead the children in the steps of high quality thinking . 
Ferrell gives evidence of the foregoing by an experiment 
lih1ch shows that when a child is subjected to actual in-
struction to improve critical thinking, he does improve on 
certain aspects of this ab111ty . 27 In another study the 
24s r • .tv1 . Narttit, "Speaking of 1rhink1ng, II The Cath-
olic EOD.cator, XXX (Pebruary , 1960) , p. 4L~9 . 
25Irving Lorge , "The Teacher's Task 1n the Devel-
opment of Thinking , " The Reading Teacher 1 XIII (February, 
1960) ' p . 172 
26J ~ MeV . Hunt , Intelligence and Exnerience , New York: 
(Ronald Press , 1961) , p . 109 . 
27 
Francis H. Ferrell , nAn Experiment in the Devel-
opment of Critical Thinking , 11 The .American Teacher, XXX 
(January, 1946) , p . 24 . 
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same year, Glaser found that critical thinking abilities 
are developed only when there is well-planned instruction 
for that specific purpose. 28 Finally, Petty assures us 
that critical reading can definitely be taught in the pri-
mary grades.29 
A recent study by Sr. Mary Helen Piontkowski shows 
that in actuality teachers at the first grade level are es-
pecially prone to disregard thinking as a vital aspect of 
reading instruction.3° Yet , Johnson concludes her pamphlet 
with the following observation that should be considered: 
20 
Failure to challenge children's interests and capabili-
ties; teaching for facts alone hamper critical think-
ing. Direct teaching on a steadily broadening scale 
is needed to make progress in critical thinktng .31 
Frame reports in a study involving 180 teachers in 
)0 schools regarding the amount of supplementary material 
available to children in the primary grades, that the chil-
dren have a copy of a weekly newspaper and that the number 
of periodicals dealing largely with reading instruction av-
28 E. M. Glaser, nJI.n Experiment in the Development 
of Critical 'rhinking" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Co-
lumbia University) , p . 180 . 
29 vJalter Petty, "Critical Heading in the Primary 
Grades , •• Elementary English, XXXIII (May, 1956), p . 298 . 
3°sr. Mary Helen Piontkowski , "A Comparative Analy-
sis of Content and Procedures to Stimulate Critical Think• 
ing in Two Basal Series at the Primary Level, " (unpublished 
I'1aster 1 s Thesis , Cardinal Stritch College , f'1ilwaukee, 1960) , 
p . 33 . 
3~~leanor M. Johnson, Reading and Thinking, 11 Teach 
Your Pupils How To StuQy, American Education Publication, 
Wesleyan UniversitY", (1962) , p . 1 . 
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erages .67 per school. In Huus we find: 
••• the need for addtional conclusive research in 
the area of magazine and newspaper reading is 
obvious. 'No_pesearch was found in the area below 
third grade.33 
Russell maintains that the school must supply the back• 
ground of experience from the first grade on. And Oppen• 
beim states: 
Critical reading is not likely to oo.cur in two twenty-
minute periods during tha day with the basal text as 
the only material. Teaching children to read critic• 
ally involves using a variety of teaching material. 
The teacher's job then, is to set the situation in 
which thinking, discussion and evaluation by the chil-
dren may take place. 34 
Here there would seem to be reason to mention two 
prevailing attitudes at issue, the.t tbe writer found in lit• 
eratu).'le which challenges the pr acticality of teaching cri-
tical tbink1ng 111 One appears in Russell: 
Primary children can read critically for tmplications 
and for evaluations, but the complexity of the exist-
ing reading programs and the task of the teacher some• 
times s~ready burdened do not lend themselves to o~­
ta1ning or using a ve.r1ety of thinking mater1als.3;;1 
The other is noted in Gans: 
We want children to be critical readers, which means 
critical thinkers. Yet, when their critical thinking 
32 
Norman Frame, "The Ava1labilit7 ot Reading Mater-
ials for Teachers and Pupils at the Primary Level," Elemen-
tarz En~1sh, XLI, March 1964, P• 224. 
jHelen Huus, .. Interpreting Research in Children's 
Literature," Pers eet1ves in Readin No. , ed. Mildred Daw-
son, Internat ona ea ing Associat ewark, Delaware, 
{1964) P• 12). 
34June Oppenheim, "Teaching Reading as f!< Thinking 
·Process," The Reading Teacher, XIII (February, 1960), P• 188. :;s 






counters what we may say, or believe , we wonder: Is 
this good? 36 
Both of the authors just quoted , Gans37 and Russell38 gen-
erally agree also , that thinking activities must be varied 
and that thinking is a complex of component abilities . 
In the last analysis , why should children be taught 
to think critically? Sister Vi olanta• s study reveals that 
at the present time there is still a great lack of prac-
tical material that would be helpful in guiding students 
to think critically . The study appears to underline that 
22 
teachers do a remarkably good job of extending critical 
reading skills but that the appr·oach n0\'1 is only incidental 
and cannot be depended upon to lead to a needed developmen~? 
Therefore , it ~vould be wise to keep in mind the 
four reasons given by Ruaell showing why critical reading 
should be stressed from Kindergarten on: 
1. Mass media of communication influence us . 
2. Attitudes are learned. 
36-
Roma Gans , CQmmon Sense in Teaching Reading, 
(Indianapolis: Bobbs l'Ierrill Co ., 196J) , p . 17. 
37 
Roma Gans , A Study of Critical Reading Compre-
hension, Contribution to Education, New York: Bureau of 
Publications , Teachers ' College , Columbia University, 1940. 
38 
D. H. Russell , "Children t<J ork With Ideas, 11 Child-
hood Education, ~XXVII , (January, 1961) , p. 211. 
J9sister M. Violanta, "An Experiment in the Devel-
opment of Critical Thinking Skills l'hrough Reading" (un-
published Master's Thesis , Cardinal Stritch College , Mil-
waukee, 196.5 ) • 
·. 
J . The relationship between general intelligence 
and critical thinking is positive but not high. 
4. Critical thinking abilities cannot be acquired 
automatically. 40 
And the involving statement given by Bielawski: 
The kind of life we will have 20-JO years from now 
will be determined by our children. We can influence 
this future by providing situations in which pupils 
must think critieal l y. They must develop the power 
to make informed, intelligent decisions if they are 
to fill their roles as Christiana , as citizens . If 
we don't guide pupils to think critically, we migllf 
as well forget about teaching them anything else . 
Without a doubt, developing critical thinking ranks 
high among educational objectives but whether or not the 
endeavor will become realistic remains a personal challenge 
to each primary teacher . 
Summary of Related Resegrch 
In reviewing educational literature it has become 
apparent that: 
23 
1 . Five and six year olds can use all thinking abili-
ties and that as a child grows older his understanding en-
ables him to deal with more complex problems in his environ-
ment . (Russell) 
40 
D. H. Russell, "The Prerequisite : Knowing How To 
Read Critically, " Elementary Englifill, XXXX (October , 1963) , 
p . 579 . 
41 
Joseph G. Bielawski , "Critical Thinking: Key To 
Our l:tuture , u Young Catholic I>'Iessenger Guide , LXXXI (October, 
1964) ' p . 1 . 
' . •'' 
;.,.·,· ' 
2. Primary children must be directed to think on 
their own present level of intellectual development--
what for their level of understanding is critical. (Dewey) 
). Reasoning powers and patterns in primary chil-
dren approximate that of adults. (Hazlitts) 
7 4. Critical thinking in children poses a problem 
for adults. (Gans) 
5. Critical Rea~ing is a tool and cannot be left 
to incidental learning procedures. (Martin) 
6. Psychologists agree that variations in think-
ing activities rests largely in the materials that is 
used. (Russell) 
7. Responses from children indicate their facility 
with critical thinking: 
Making generalizations (Witty) Russell) 
Recognizing Relationships (Bruner} 
Relating to Personal Experience (Smith) 
Drawing Conclusions and 
Anticipating Outcomes (Stauffer) 
Distinguishing fact from fancy (Smith) Todd) 
8. Investigations show critical reading skills can 
be taught successfully to the primary child: 
Making generalizations {Long, Welch) 
Comparing and Contrasting (lorge) 
Problem Solving (Lorge) 
Judging relevancy (Betts) 
Drawing Conclusions (Gainsburg) 
Distinguishing B'act from Fancy (Betts) 
24 
9 . Developing ori tical thinking in children needs 
the special skill of a teacher . (Hunt} 
10 . Experiments and studies show teacher's effective-
ness in the field of critical thinking . (Ferrell) 
2.5 
11. The approach now in use in the schools to teach 
critical thinking is only incidental and cannot be depended 
upon to lead to a needed development . (Sister Violanta) 
12. Critical thinking abilities cannot be acquired 
automatically and the relationship between general intel-
lectual ability and critical thinking is not high. {Russell) 
13. Our students must be prepared to make informed 
intelligent decisions in the future which will depend in 
great part on the amount of critical thinking ability that 
has been developed in each child. (Bielawski) 
14. There is a personal challenge to each teacher to 
become instrumental 1n developing critical thinking in 
each primary child. 
,....., .~ .· 
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Purpose of the Study 
This present study was undertaken to evaluate chil-
dren's magazines as a means of stimulating critical reading 
and/or thinking abilities in first- and second-graders. The 
writer sought to evaluate the contributions made by the con-
text, pictures, and questions in each periodical to this 
stimulation. 
Preliminary Steps 
The first step was to devise an instrument with which 
to appraise children's magazines. In order to do this, the 
present writer surveyed the literature to find listings of 
critical reading and/or thinking skills. The literature re-
vealed that more than fifty different names or titles were 
considered critical skills by the authors. These accumula-
ted titles were placed in tabular form for greater clarity 
and convenience of the reader. Table One gives the fifty-
four skills listed vertically and placed at left margin, and 
names the twenty-eight authors horizbntally at the top ofthe 
table. The tabulation of skills with each author is self-
explanatory. An X is used to designate the skill and author. 
26 
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The next step was to isolate the skills that were 
mentioned by more than a fourth of the sources so as to 
compile some instrument of appraisal. This measure was 1n 
the writer's judgment as objective as was possible due to 
the variations of terminology regarding what constitutes 
critical thinking skills. 
)2 
As shown on Table Two, problem solving was men-
tioned by fifteen authors; recognizing relationship by 
twelve; drawing conclusions by eleven, and making judg-
ments by ten. Both distinguishing the real from the fanci-
ful and making inferences were mentioned by nine authors. 
Making generalizations was mentioned eight times. The 
skills mentioned by seven ·Of the authors listed were: reo-
ognizing relevancy, comparing and contrasting, recognition 
of fact and opinion, and relating to personal experience. 
The other skills will be listed in the order of 
importance with parentheses designating the number of times 
they were recognized by the twenty-eight representative au-
thors: emotional response and propaganda (six); identifi-
cation, moods, anticipating outcomes, questionings, and se-
quence (five; interpretation (four); absurdities, associa-
tions, checking accuracy, central theme from literal meaning, 
opinions, doubts and sensory images (three); motives, bias 
and prejudice, cause and effect, checking information, class-
ifying, figurative language, following directions, author's 
purpose, reproducing by illustration and weighing to pre-
..: . 
' ' ;· ., 
. ,; 'I ·.~! 
·11.,! 
TABLE II 
PERCENTAGE OF REPRESENTATI\ffi 
AUTHORS ON CRITICAL READING SKILLS 
Percentage of the authors 





Real or fanciful 
Inferences 
Ger.eralizations 
Re cognizing relevancy 
Comparing and contrasting 
Fact and opinion 
Relating to personal experience 
Awakening emotional response 
Detecting propaganda· 
Identifying character traits and 
.feelings 
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Percentage of' the Authors-
CRITICAL READING SKILLS .··~ 
25% 50% 75% 100% 
Sensory images; 3 • • 0 
Motives 2 • • • - "-f ... ··· Bias and prejudice 2 II .  • 
Cause and effect 2 9 • • 
Checking information 2 • • • 
Classifying . 2 • • • 
Figurative language 2 • • • 
Following directions. 2 :; ·~. • 0 0 . .... 
Author's purpose 2 • • • 
Reproductions 2 • .. • 
Weighs to previous knovlledge 2 • .. • 
Abstractions 1 0 . • • 
Appreciation 1 • • 
Humor and nlot 1 • .. • 
Guiding conduct 1 • . •· 
Background 1 • • • 
Variations l. • • • 
Re:ferer.ces 1 • • • . 
Attitudes 1 '· .. • 0 
Dramatizations 1 • • . . 
Evaluations l • • • 
Proving 1 • • • 
Insightfulness · . 1 . 0 .. . • 
Investigating 1 • • • 
,; . 
Outlining ability 1 . . 0 0 
Reasoning 1 • • • 
Research 1 • • 0 
Summarizing 1 • 0 0 
Truth or falsity l ,. • • • 
• 
JS 
vious knowledge(two). The skills mentioned only once by 
the various authors are included to show the diversity in 
wording the skills. These were: abstractions, appreciation, 
humor and plot, guiding conduct, background, variations, 
proving, insightfulness, investigation, outlining, reasoning, 
research, and truth and fasity • 
Of the eleven critical reading skills shown on Table 
Three and mentioned by more than twenty-five per cent of the 
authors, problem solving received a stress of ?S%. Next, 
mentioned by SO% of the authors were: recognizing relation-
ships, making judgments, drawing conclusions, distinguishing 
the real from the fanciful, making inferences, and general-
izing. Making comparisons, contrasting, recognizing rele-
vancy, discriminating between fact and opinion and relating 
ideas to personal experience were emphasized by more than 
25% of the authors. Table Three shows the skills tabula-
ted to each respective author. 
Here it might be well to clarify that the critical 
reading skills designated as essential in developing cri-
tical thinking habits, except in a fel~ cases, were not neces-
sarily listed as specific to primary children alone. Various 
authors maintain that the critical thinking abilities begin 
to develop in pre-school life and that they must be directly 
taught as a continuing process in broadening the abilities 
1n the primary grades. It would be practical to say there-
fore, that all the skills mentioned can be applicable 
.. • I ~ 
' "" •,. 
TABLE III 
ELEVBN CRITICAL READING SKILLS fJlENTIONED BY 25% OR MORE · 
OF THE AUTHORITIES CONSULTED IN THIS RESEARCH 
Artley, A.s. 
Bamman, H.A. 











• Harris, A. 
Heilman, A.W~ • 
Johnson,E.M. 
Johns on , D •. M. • 
Karlin, R~ X 







Petty, w:r. . 
Robinson, H. M •• 
Russell, D.H. • 
Smith, N.B. X 
Sochor, E.E. X 
Spache, G~ X 
Stauffer, R.G. X 
Strang, R. • 
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to the primary school age child it dealt with on his level of 
experience, and better still, if kept within his interest 
level. 
Collection of the Masa.zines 
During the school year 1964-1965, subscriptions to 
different child:tten's magazines were received by the present 
writel' for the purpose of carrying out this study. They were 
advertised for young childl"enJ five to eight years old. The 
titles of these magazines are the following: 
I Our Little Messenger VI Humpty-Dumpty 
II Child Life VII Highlights 
III Wee Wisdom VIII Jack and Jill 
IV Children's Digest IX Playmate 
v Golden Messenger X News Ranger and Pilot 
A list of the publications can be .found in Appendtx.1 
The present writer had requested the publishel"s to 
send with tbeil" periodicals any helps or aids that could be 
used either by the parent or by the primary teacher. The 
publishers received a form letter giving the purpose of the 
2 
request. Supplementary teachers• guides .for directed teach• 
ing were provided by a .few ot the publishers wbo complied. 
It would be well to note here. bow important teacher's helps 
or aids would be if teacbers and parenta were using mage.-
1 
Appendix, P• 72. 
2 
Appendix, P• 92. 










zines as a means of stimulating children's active thinking. 
For the purpose of this study, the magazines that 
were analyzed were referred to as magazines I, II1 III, IV, 
V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, and X. 
Application of Broad Questions 
Specifically, the following broad questions were 
first applied to each of the ten magazines to be evaluated 
and may be stated in terms of four general questions: 
1. Are the articles stimulating for first and 
second graders? 
2. Do the pictures and aids arouse critical think-
1ng in children? 
3. Are there specific questions that would help 
stimulate critical thought? 
4. Are there helps or directives provided? 
Table Four shows the broad questions which were applied to 
each of the magazines. The rating used for this evaluation 
was: 0 for OFTEN, S for SO~ffiTir~s, and R for RARELY. 
N for NONE was used for the fourth question regarding the 
directives or helps available. The writer solicited the 
aid of two other teachers who had been teaching first grade 
for over ten years in applying the broad questions. Each 
eas supplied with a rating scale similar to the one provi-
ded in Table Four and was asked to read and evaluate a ran-
dom sampling of the magazines. The results of the two evalu-
ations including that of the writer are found on the chart. 
.. :.· .. __ .· .. ... ... 
. ..... _ 
'· 
•, 
TABLE IV . 
BROAD QUESTION RATING SCALE APPLIED 
TO EACH PUBLICATION 
M A G A z I N 
BROAD QUESTIONS ' 
I II III IV v VI VII 
-
0 • • x . • X • X Are t he articles stimu-
la·cing? s • X • X 0 X • 
R X • • • . . • 
Do t he pictures and 0 •· • X • X • X 
aids arouse critical s X X • X • X • 
thought?_ R . • ~ • • r • 
Are t here specific 0 • • .. r .. X X.: 
questions that would s ,,. X .A. • ' 0 . • • 
help stimulate criti- R X X X cal thinking? • • • • 
Do the helps provide 0 X • • • • X 0 
directives in teach- s X X X • • 0 0 ing critical skills'? 
N • • X X • • • 
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'I'he procedures used for this study are the following: 
1 . The purpose was to evaluate children's magazines 
as a means of stimulating critical thinking abili-
ties . 
2 . A preliminary survey of literature revealed fifty-
four different critical skills . 
) . A compilation of skills mentioned in more than 25% 
of the sources was made . 
4. Ten yearly subscriptions to children's magazines 
were analyzed using a plan of random sampling . 
5 . An application of four Broad Questions to the eon-
tent in each magazine to be studied was taken·. 
6. Lists in the form of tables provided include : 
(1) Fifty-four skills found 1n literature 
(2) Bleven skills mentioned by 25% or more of 
the reading authorities consu~ted in this 
research 
(J) Broad Q.uestions applied to context, pic-
tures, and questions . Teachers' helps 
were also included 1n the evaluation. 
7. Summarization of the procedures used 1n this 
study. 
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Development of the Device 
The survey of literature revealed that many author-
ities do not give specific listings of critical reading 
and/or thinking skills . Even the names given to the skills 
differed greatly, for example: refined thinking, evaluative 
thinking, reflective thinking, active thinking, ~terpretive 
thinking , and creative thinking . The writer was compelled 
to derive a skills list from references which employed di-
verse terminologies and trusts that her interpretation of 
the terminology was correct . 
From this survey, the present writer located and 
selected eleven critical thinking skills mentioned by 25% 
or more of the authorities included 1n this study. The 
eleven skills: {1) comparing and contrasting, (2) drawing 
. conclusions , (J} fact and opinion, {4) generalizations , 
(5) making tnferences , {6) making judgments, (7) solving 
problems , {8) d1st111_gu1shing the real from the fanciful , 
(9) recognizing relationships , (10} recognizing relevancy, 
and (11) relating to personal experience , were used in the 
construction of an appraisal device and were studied in rela-
tion to the magazines . An application to the context , pic-
. .'-- -~ .: 
.: . ' 
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tures , and questions found in each periodi cal served as a 
basis for this evaluation. 
To make the appraisal device more valuable , spe-
cific applications or examples with their proper captions 
42 
taken from a variety of sources , have been provided in the 
Append.ix. 1 The perusal of these examples or applications 
will enable the reader to enter into the writer's thinking 
1n her application of the different skills to the context, 
pictures , and questions found in each of the ten magazines 
analyzed. These examples were chosen to illustrate func-
tionality 1n teaching critical thinking skills to children. 
Selection for Analysis 
The present research was limited to studying maga ... 
zines at the first- and second-grade level only. A plan 
of random sampling was chosen, using every fourth issue 
from a yearly selection of each publication. This was 
deemed expedient because most of the magazines , with the 
exception of two weekly, were monthly periodicals and be-
cause there seemed to be a similarity in the way the mater-
ial was presented each month . 
The writer's criterion was: does this material 
lend itself to classroom teaching of critical thinking? 
Using the appraisal instrument of eleven prominent skills , 
the four magazines selected by random sampling 1n each 
aeries were analyzed 1n turn for the presence of each cri-






tical thinking skill . Samplings from the magazine con-
text . pictures . and questions were carefully analyzed ac-
cording to the skills and tabulated . 
The random sampling results were charted in Table 
Five to enable the reader to see that 1n some magazines 
there was no difficulty in locating the critical skill . 
The eleven critical reading skills have been designated 
by a location number. The four samplings are listed 1n 
order , according to the way 1n which they were performed 
and applied to the context , pictures , and questions during 
the sampling period . 
Tabulation of the Data 
The critical reading skills most often mentioned 
in the reading literature and placed in an alphabetical 
list were tabulated for each of the ten groups of maga-
zines . Table Six shows the objective analysis of the 
context , pictures , and questions . Each skill was tallied 
on the chart showing its presence in each of the sections 
studied. 
From the foregoing study an all three areas of 
content it was possible to chart the results showing each 
of the eleven critical skills found in the ten magazines . 
The writer trusts that the results are conclusive . 
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APPLICATION OF THE CRITICAL READING . -~~'" :;~· ~ 
SKILLS TO THE CONTENT 
•'. .~ .. · ..... --
f, 
. CONTEXT 
R A N D 0 M s A M ·p L E S 
MAGAZINE Fi rst Second 
: 
* 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . 9 10 11 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 
1 !-
\ 
I - l l - 1 ll 1 - l - - l 1 l - - 1 _, 1 -
l i .. -
II - 1 1 l ll - 1- 1  1 - 1 1 - - 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 -I i I 
II I l - - 1 1 1 1- - 1- - 1 - 1 l 1 1 - 1 1 l - -
I i 
I 
IV - - - 1 1 1 1 )- - 1 - 1 1 1 - · - - - - - - 1 
t i 
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VI l - - l --- ,_ - -- l l l- 1 1 (- l l· l 1 1 1 - -
I i ; I - ' 
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' ! 
VIII 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 l l L 
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1 1 - - - - - - ~ - -
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IX l 1 - - 1 1 l 1 - - l 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 - l 1 -
X - 1 1 1 - - --- 1 l l - 1 - - -1  1 -1 j - -
I I -L-t--
* 1. Probl em Solving 6. Inferences ?. Comparisons and Contrasts 
2. Recognizing Relationships 8. Generalizations 
3. Drawi ng Conclusions 9o Recognizing Relevancy 
4o 1~king Judgments 10. Fact and Opinion 
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R A N D 0 M s A M p L E 
First 
-
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 2 3 4 
- - f--· 
- 1 1 - 1 - - 1 1 1 1 
-
1 - - - 1 - - 1 1 - -
- - - ····-~ . __ ... ·-·-
- 1 1 1 I - 1 - 1 1 :f-
- . . -
1 - 1 - - - - 1 - 1 -
I I 
1 j1 - - '- - 1 1 1 - 1 
}';_ 1. - 1 - - , JL I . ]L -..i.. 
- 1 1 ] 1 - - 1 1 1 1 
1 ], - -· - 1 - - - 1 1 
- - - - - 1 - 1 1 1 -
l l - -· l - I - 1 1 -I 
s 
Second 
5 6 7 8 9; ~0 11 
·--
- 1 - 1 1 - -
·_t.i. .. ~.: 
f-;t- ~ 
- 1 1 - 1 - -
- . . 
1 J. 1 - - - 1 
- 1 - .... - - -
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R A N D 0 M s A 
Third 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
- - - 1 1 - 1 1 
- 1 1 I - - - i 
- 11 - 1 - - - . -
- 1 1 1 - - 1 1 
1 1 1 - - - - -
- 1 1 1 1 - 1 -
- - 1 1 - 1 - -:'" 
- - 1 l 1 1 - 1 
I 
- 1 1 l - l 1 -
- - - 1 - 1 - -
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M p 1 E s 
Fourth 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
I - - - - - - - - - 1 1 1 
I 
- _., ~ 1 - - - - -
_, 
I. 
- 1 - - - - - - 1 - -
- - - - - - - - - 1 1 
- - - - - - I ll- 1 - -
- j- - - - - - - - I 1 1 
-
- - - 1 1 - - - - 1 I. 
1 1 - - - - - 1 1 , .J..: ~ 
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R A N D 0 M s A 
T-1'AGAZINE 
Fir st .. _ ,... I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 $ 9 10 11 1 
I 1 1 - 1 --1 1 - - 1 1 1 
II - 1 1 - 1 1 ' - - - - - 1 I 
i 
---- -- i 
III 1 1 l - -. l 1 1- - - - 1 -
I 
IV 1 - - - - _ 11 - 1 - - l 
' 
~ v - - 1 l !l 1 1 1 - 1 -
VI 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 1 - - J.. 
VII - 1 1 - -- 1 1 1 -- - -
VIII 1 1 - - - 1 - - - - 1 
IX - - - 1 1 - - - -- - -
X 1 1 1 - - - - - - -- -
Skills 
M p 1 E s 
Second 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 1 - 1 1 -
1 1 1 1 - -
- 1 · - 1 L -I 
1 - - - - 1 
- 11 1 - - -
l 1 1 - :r. 1 
~ - 1 - 1 -
~ - - - - 1 
1- - 1 - - r-
I - - - "" I 
8 9 10 
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R A N D 0 M. s A M " 1 E s ... 
MAGAZINE Third Fourth 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R 9 10 ll l 2 314 5 /' 7 8 9 10 ll 0 
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---- , I -
- -i-1-·- I II l - - l - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - -
I i 
III I l 
I 
l .l 1 -1-·- I 11- - - - - - - - - - - - -
I I 
IV 111 _,_ -l 1 1- I l - - - - - -L - - - - - - -l 
I 
v -1- - - 1 1 1 1 - 1 -- 1 - - - - - - - - - -
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VII 1 - 1 1 -- -· 1 - :r - - - - - - -- - 1 - I 1 
VIII - 1 - - - r 1 l - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
IX - - - - l - l - 1 - 1 1 - - - - - l - l - 1 




in the writer's judgment would foster critical reading 
when used with young children. Over-all ratings for each 
of the ten magazines were based in the application of the 
eleven critical reading skills to random samples of issues 
for 1964-1965.3 
Summary 
A survey of educational literature reveals a vari-
ety of titles appearing under t he ter m critical reading 
and/or thinking skills . 
The writer derived a list of eleven critical read-
ing skills which were used to evaluate the context , pic-
tures , and questions in each magazine . 
Specific applications or examples were provided to 
illustrate functionality . 
Excerpts or montages were chosen from the magazines 
which in the writer's judgment would foster critical th1nk-
1ng when used with the young child. 
Over-all ratings were based on the application of 
eleven critical skills to each magazine . 
A plan of random samplings was initiated because 
of the similarity 1n the material under analysis . 
A tabulation was made to the extent that each skill 
was present 1n the context , pictures , and questions . 
3 
Appendix , p . 75 . 
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CHAPTER V 
DiTERPRETAi'ION OF DATA 
This present study was undertaken to evaluate chil-
dren' s magazines as a means of stimulating critical read-
ing and thinking abilities in first- and second-graders . 
The writer sought to evaluate contributions made by the 
context , pictures , and questions 1n each periodical to 
this stimulation. 
Analysis of Broad Questions 
~lith reference to the first broad question: Are 
the articles stimulating for first- and second-graders? 
It was found that fifty percent of the magazines received 
an OFTEN rating, forty percent a SO~ETIMES and ten percent 
a RARELY rating. It is evident that context makes a not-
able contribution to the stimulation of critical thinking. 
Regarding the second question: Do the pictures 
and aids arouse critical thought? This question revealed 
a somewhat similar rating; forty percent of the magaz~es 
rated OF~N, sixty percent SOMETI!1ES . Rarely was not men-
tioned here . This rating revealed a potential 1n pictures 
for developing critical thought~ 
As for the third question: Are therespecific ques-
tiona that would stimulate critical thinking? There proved 
> 












to be poverty on this point. Twenty percent of the maga-
zines rated OFTEN, thirty percent rated SOMETIMES and fif-
ty percent rated RARELY. In relation to the two previous 
areas analyzed it becomes apparent that inserting questions 
1n children's magazines, for the greater part, seems to 
have been neglected. 
The fourth and last broad question: Do teachers' 
helps or suggestions provide directives in teaching cri-
tical thinking? The question focuses attention on whether 
additional helps or directives were provided for use 1n 
teaching critical thinking. Twenty percent of the maga-
zines received an OFTEN rating, and forty percent a so~~­
Tit1ES rating. There were forty percent that provided no 
helps or directives whatsoever as far as the present writer 
could determine. A slight variation in the scale called 
for a NONE rating. 
Skills Maintained 1n Content 
The random samplings on Table Six provided data 
which were tabulated and are interpreted as follows ac-
cording to each of the ten magazines analyzed. 
Context 
Most of the magazines had a well developed and 
strong context from which one could easily stimulate 
thinking. According to the findings there were only 
three magazines lacking a few skills 1n the area of con-
,.) ' 
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THE SKILLS ~~INTAINED IN THE 
CONTENT OF EACH ~!AGAZINE 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X .X X X X 
Fact and Opinion 
X X X X X X 
- - X - X. X 
- X - X X ·x 
Generalizations 
X X X 
X X X 
- - X 
X X X 
X X -
- - -
-~-~_::_~_~_:_:_s~~ ~---~--~~--~--=- ~ ~--~~--~-~-{~-~----~~--___ :_-. __ 
Skill 
Co!'ltext X X X 
Pictures·. X X X 
' 
Questions X X X 
Skill 
Context X X X 
Pictures X X X 
Questions X X -
Inferences 
X X X 
X X X 
- X X l 
Judgments 
X X X 
- X X 





















M A G A· Z I N E S 
CONTENT 
II !ri I III I IV I v I VI I VII VIII !Ix 
-~----~----~--------
X 
Skill Problem Solving 
Context X X X X X X X X X -
Pictures X 
I 
X X X X X X. X X X 
Questions ~T X X X X X X X X X A 
f. < 
Skill Real or Fanciful 
'• 
Context X X X X X X X X v .A 
Pictures X X X X X X ~ X X X X 
Questions X X X X X X 
Skill ReQognizing Relationships 
Context X X X X X X X X X X 
Pictures X X X - X X X X x · X 
Questions X X X X - X X X - X 
Skill Recognizing Relevancy 
Context X X X - - X X X X X 
Pictures X X X - .X X X X X X 
Questions X - I - X - X - X X X I •. -
Skill Relates to Personal Experience 
' Context X X X X X X X X X X 
Pictures' X X X X X X X X X X 




text. Magazine IV had no context from which the abili-
ties to generalize and recognize relevancy could be devel-
oped as far as the present writer could ascertain. It 
might be significant to mention also that both skills were 
also missing in the same magazine regarding picture con-
tent. This could be an indication of' unfamiliarity with 
the skills or a neglect in providing material to stimula·te 
this type of thinking. Magazine V revealed a lack in mater-
ial that could be used in developing the ability to com-
pare and contrast, to generalize and to recognize relevancy. 
Finally, both problem solvtng and the ability to distin-
guish between the real and the fanciful were missing in 
I>lagaz1ne X. 
Pictures 
The picture content in Magazines I, VI, VII, and 
VIII was found to have all of the eleven critical think-
ing skills treated in this study from \'Thich stimulation 
could be obtained. In the pictures found 1n Magazines 
II, III, v, and X, distinguishing between fact and opin-
ion was missing as a skill to be developed. Picture 
material to apply the ability to generalize was not evi-
dent in Magazines II, IV, and X'~- Provoking the making of 
judgments was lacking in Magazines IV, IX, and X. Maga-
zine IV also lacked picture content that could elicit the 
recognition of relationships and relevancy. Picture con-
tent, then, seems not to have been fully utilized to de-
-:. • - • I 
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velop critical thinking skill. 
Questions 
Questions to stimulate critical thinking were 
present in abundance in magazines I and VI. All of the 
eleven critical skills were found in the questions of 
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both magazines. Recognizing relationships, drawing con-
clusions and relating to personal experience were skills 
missing in the questions of twenty percent of the maga-
zines analyzed. Four skills, namely; making inferences, 
making judgments, recognizing relevancy and distinguish-
ing the real from the fanciful were also missing 1n the 
questions supplied by 40% of the magazines. It is in-
teresting to note here that in all the random samples 
taken of the magazines, notable stress was given to prob-
lem solving made up mostly of arithmetic, science , and 
mystery problems. This can be seen in the samples or 
montages provided in the Appendix . 1 Comparing and con-
trasting ability was the skill missing in 30% of the maga-
zines 1n the analysis. Generalizing and distinguishing 
between fact and opinion were the only skills found lack-
ing 1n 50% of the magazines·. 
It becomes apparent that not many questions are 
included 1n children's magazines. It ~ was , noted in re-
search~hst questions rank high as a developer of critical 
1 
Appendix, p. 75. 
1 ' 
thinking, higher i f the questions are of the evaluative 
type. Editors of children's magazines would do well to 
incorporate many more of this type question than seems 
to be the general rule as revealed by this rating. 
General Rating and Interpreting 
Table VII indicates an overall rating given to the 
magazines by the present writer. Magazines I, II, III, VI, 
VII, VIII, and IX were rated VERY GOOD in context material. 
Magazines I, VI, VII, VIII in picture content material. 
Only magazines VI and VII were rated VERY GOOD for provid-
ing questions which aid in the stimulation of critical 
thought. 
The rating GOOD was given to magazines IV, V, and 
X for their context and magazines II, IX, and X for the 
way in which pictures were used to foster critical thought. 
Only magazines V and VII received the rating GOOD for ques-
tions found in the magazines. 
Several magazines received FAIR as a rating. These 
were: magazine IV for picture content; magazines II, III, 
IV, VIII, IX and X for the questions that were provided. 
Table VIII is self-explanatory with the exception 
of the inclusion of a final column referring to the helps 
or aids provided as guides to stimulare critical thinking 
skills 1n children. This rating varies slightly with the 
inclusion of a NONE rating':·. 




GENERAL RATING STANDARD SHEET 
MAGAZINES Skills l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 
I I X : l II ~ ""'~ ~'~ X 0 0 0 
III 1:'-- <""\0 X 
IV . • . . . . X 
v '0 . . c 0 N T E X T X 0 . . 
l VI 0 . . X VII b.O . • V' . . .II.. 
VIII :>.'0 H X H 0 •ri 
IX Q) 0 cU X 
X :> d li.. X 
I X 
II "is~~"to.~ 0 0 0 X 
III '-() <""\ M X • . • X IV . • 0 
v '0 . • . P I C T U R E S X 0 • • I 
VI 0 • . X t.O • • X VII e • 
VIII :>.'0 H . I X H 0 ·ri 
IX Q) 0 cU 
I 
X 
X :> d li.. X 
I I X 
II 't)~ ~ ~st 0 0 0 X 
III N N '-() X • • • IV . . • Q U E S T I 0 N S X 
v '0 • • X 0 . . 
VI 0 • . X b.O • • VII • • X 
VIII :>."C H X H 0 •ri 
IX Q) 0 cU X :> d li.. X X 
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viding satisfactory helps or aids to the users and these 
received a rating of VERY GOOD . Magazines V, VI, and X 
gave few helps and were rated GOOD. Meager helps or aids 
were provided ~ magazine II and this periodical was 
given FAIR. The magazines that gave no helps whatsoever 
in the area of stimulating cr1 tical thought according to 
the writer's judgment were magazines III, IV, VIII, and X. 
Summary 
The results of this analysis indicate that the 
value of magazines in fostering critical thought rests 
largely in the context and pictures. Both areas make a 
notable contribution to critical thinking as a thought 
process. 
Because the ten magazines analyzed are so struc-
tured, the present writer would suggest that magazine 
material of its very nature could be used to advantage 1n 
developing critical thinking skills and habits and would 
be an asset in stimulation. 
Nevertheless , the present writer wishes to point 
out that more questions should be inserted in the content 
of children's magazines which would be of value 1n stimu-
lating critical thinking and functionality directly. The 
writer read somewhere that questions rank high as a devel-
oper of critical thinking. 
On the whole it would be a surety to say that 
first- and second-grade periodicals do stimulate critical 
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Ch .:~TER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
Summary 
This present study was undertaken to evaluate chil-
dren's magazines as a means of stimulating critical read-
ing and/or thinking abilities in first- and second-graders. 
~he writer sought to evaluate the contributions made by 
the context, pictures, and questions in each periodical 
to this stimulation. 
Answers to the following broad questions were con-
sidered essential 1n developing cr.itical thought: 
l. Are the articles found in the periodicals stimu-
lating to first- and second-graders? 
2. Do the pictures ru1d aids arouse critical think-
ing in children? 
J. Are there specific questions which would lend 
themselves to the promotion of critical thought? 
4. Do teachers' helps or suggestions provide direc• 
tives in teaching critical reading? 
The results reveal: 
1. The eleven critical reading skills are present 
1n the ten magazines analyzed to the extent that 
93.7% of the skills can be found in the context 
62 
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1 as given on Table XI in the Appendix; 88.3% of 
the skills can be found 1n the pictures; and 
59.3% 1n the questions. 
2. No helps or directives were provided in 40,% of the 
magazines, and 1n the other magazines that received 
40% SOMETIHES, the helps or directives were not 
necessarily geared to developing critical thinking 
directly but were treated and rated as capable or· 
being used and adapted as such by a proficient pri-
mary teacher. 
Ascertaining the answers to the foregoing questions the wri-
ter's criterion: does this material lend itself to class-
63 
room teaching of critical thinking, could then be answered. 
Analyzing the magazines proved that the eleven critical skills, 
2 
as shown on Table IX and Table x, were present 1n more than 
60% of the magazines' content. 
Therefore, it would seem safe to suppose that maga-
zine content contributes to the stimulation of critical 
thinking and could be used to advantage 1n the primary grades. 
Conclusions 
According to the present writer who tried to be as 
objective as was possible 1n a study of this type, the re-
sults seem to point to the following conclusions: 
The articles found in magazines do make a notable 
contribution in stimulating critical thinking. 
1 
Appendix, p. 95 
2Appendix, p. 92 
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Picture content has a significant potential for 
developing critical thought , but might need outside mo-
tivational forces , such as teacher stimulation and direc-
tion. Pictures might not provoke a process of evaluation 
but rather only a process of enjoyment and appreciation 
alone. Children are apt to miss the full si~~ificance in 
pictures unless they are taught this directly by the teacher . 
It becomes apparent that not too many questions are 
included in children' s magazines , which lack lower their 
general rating. Some of the questions that are provided 
could be better structured in terms of evaluative type 
questions . 
On the whole , thought-provoking type questions 
should be included in more magazines for young children 
than seems to be the general rule as revealed by this 
study. 
In general• the ability to read and/or think cri-
tically can be taught and developed with the use of 
magazines . 
Each magazine analyzed contributed some material 
for the practical development of critical thinking, habits, 
and skills . 
Suggestions for Further Research 
Research in the following areas related to this 
study is suggested: 
1. A survey study to determine the number of teachers 
- ·t·.''; 






~ .... · ...... 
who actually use children• s magazines for eval-
uative reading purposes. 
2. An experimental study using magazines with chil-
dren on a directed study basis similar to the 
basal series now 1n use in the classrooms. 
). A study to develop a tentative guide book ap-
plicable to teaching critical skills to pri-
mary children. 
4. A survey study to ascertain how many primary 
teachers teach critical thinking and what mat-
erials they chiefly use. 
'\. ) . . 
.:.tt'. 
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Pflaum Publishers 
36 West Fifth Street 
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Better Reading Foundation 
Box 539 
Nashville, Tennessee 37202 
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P. o. Box 269 
Columbus, Ohio 43216 
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and August-September 
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New Jersey 07632 
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MONTAGES SHOWING SKILlS 
FOUND IN MAGAZINES 
AP PE.NDIX II 
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Find the word on page 2 
that means the oppqeite of go. 




FIND THE 'fWIN HORSES' 
Their nets balance across the boats ~ . 
I ike giant butterfly wings. 
~-------------------------PNOENECIAA 
Look at the picture on pa~ 1. I · 
Does the flag look different 
from our flag today? Tell how. t;.lt~61< 
II. Check Your Thinking 
How is a floating bridge different 









They all read the 
ftrat ~DMBage together: :r 
"LOOK IN THE P.S.B.~· 
The ctoa ·c.an atand because 
It i1 made of ·paper. "> 
The nail holda. it up. .. 
It haa four. ·lep. 
In this Gospel Jesus shows us 
that God will punish those who do 
not forgive others. . , -? 
Co ~c.J.usionS 
u..r-,\ .J 
I ubd mr lamer il be WM good at school and 
I albd my mocber~ mo. Tber were bocb best 
INdma. 1 ubd mr friend about his paraus aoc1 
they .... belt audeaa, too. Do JOU chink cbey 
reallr wae or ue· they just uyiaJ to ma1De us 
jealoul? 
\ 
2. Why do sailors wear 
trousen that are wide at 
the bottom? 
\ 
. I'm going to teach J 
· my d02 to do that trick. 
Why do you think the workmen 
stay on the island for only five days 
at a time? r 6) 
"' .'.\ 
Is a paratrooper's job dangerous? 
:( 
Why? ~ 77 
--~ 
I 
--:r;;;t 0 " _ Opinion 
r-----------------~---------------------------
He ran his 
fingers through his crewcut with relief. Most 
of the feU~ve c...wcuts like me~' · 
' 
Some people say 
that means the winter 
will be long. 
Can children see signs of spring 
by looking at the ground hog? ' 
e city of St. Louis. It will be 
~e tallest monument in the United 




8. All ants can swim well. .) 
,, 
One of these two men 
will be our next President. 
G ene.ntltii ~ 
Change art into an anunal, 
·nto ponies are aways hungry, just 




Why do you think the Pope will 




The giraffe comes ft om Africa. 
4 Wh., " the <) nly ta lkmg doll in the world who 
re.lll} mmcs her mouth and her eyelids? 
(SilRI I( I ' \ IOlllll ) 
A J a.panese boy eats bread for the 
first time. 
/ 
People once thought 
the world looked like that. 
Tlw Indians fly a u;hite flag . 
"When my daddy is away, he 
always writes to me, and he never . . 
spell' a word wrong." 
// 
When you touch a kitten 
The kitten touches your heart. 
Are There More 
or Fewer Persons 
Who ran blow a roy horn or play a 





""' Why do you think Saturn rockets 
are shipped by water? 
1. Mark the things that are from long ago. 
Scientists say that there lis no 
water or air on the moon. 
If your winters were different, 
what would you do? _____ _ _ 
'' I think you pretend you're asleep just ro 








Whida uppened first? Next? Next? Lutt 
j• •• -
;' 
:>1)L ' "?~G A 
T.r"S ' B'!: 
Where would they take him? 0 
NEXT .ISSUE ... rP.ad hou' Rov escapes from the tu•o men and soh,es the mvstery 
Did 
you count the birds correctly? 
1r.1. • 1c- '',nt., 
\ 
How would you spend a day if you 
were on the steel island? 
">"' o : s(t.eel 
sfteel isl<md 
' ' \ 
How ca1. 
Here's the 
puzzle: You have nine sheep 
and four sheep pens. Your ob-
ject -is to put an odd ·number 
of sheep in each of the bur pens. 
Suppose you and your 
brother got up at the 
same time and your brother 
got dressed before you did. 
Which one of you would be 
ahead? 
Which one behind? 
;-,:.a tH, .. ent pr .J bJ em 
st c•ries be t'l;:al3 
These 'animals got Aut 




3c tux added to the cost of 
item D c bove 
You ne er saw 
a r gon, did you? 
I 
Ot e day walh.ing bad tron th 
stor I droppt d , nd JJoke m 
Momm ''s birthday pr"sent. I 
dtc n't have any money left so I 
went o the bank. I -aid, '' a1 k 
plea e gtve m some money.'' Th 
let me have four dollar . I bougl t 
1 omm anot pre ent. She 
liked · t. J n1 And rsGn, 4 yea rs 
I 
s \ .. 
Adult tal about juvenile delinquents. W at would t ey ' . 
thin if you k pt a pet bear at chool wi you fi e lord ·· 
Byron, the English riter, did? 
I 
When do horses have eight fe ? 
Th tug move slow r than a man c r n. 
8 





COUSINS and FRIENDS 
A Dandelion ~ 
Drawn with care 
Makes a dandt.t I ion 
With lot5 of hair. 
Dinosaur eggs may have been 




Mark the things that are alive~ 
Which are closer?~~ 
The inside of the boat looks almost 
like the inside of a house. 
I 
HOW CAN WE EARN MONEY THI'-
Sf II ll ', 
Which holes are useful! 
Which holes are not useful! 
record 
0 0 






The jet pilot must be a good flyer. 
He must not go too high or too low. 
He must not go too fast or too slow. 
If he does, he may miss contact with 
the tanker and run out of fuel. 
Answer these questions to see how many 
ant secrets you really know! 
1. Ants are lazy and disorgan-
ized. 
Can you see 
;----·· how easy it u 
to read these? 
Yes No 
\ 
How can you change a pear into a 
pearl? ·z .ttJ11tJ1 ~'1.{1 PPV 
;.~ ...... ,. •. . ·f~-~~ .:' ~ ;.-<' . ·~~ 
,· • r' 
. ' 
. ' . . . . ..: ·.;, , 
SlfW 
Fires start in many ways. 
Find some of them here. 
S. camel' ir bniabes made from 
the hair of camels? "' q 
Which two will bounce ·highest? 
C'AN YOU 
· M).KE AND NAME 
THESE ANIMALS? 
. ' .;.·· 
~ews Flash 
Jfay-:-Did you hear the news'> 
England just de~lared war on us! 
Rgy-G osh no! Why~ 
May-Ladybird fed thP Heat!es 
to he! little hmi" 
·. 
,> 
What do you do at the library? 
No Do~s Allowed! 
Did you ever meet someone 
you mstantl)· disliked--only 
PeoplE 
wear heavy clothes and boou 
outdoors to keep warm and dry. 
to discover later that the ---------------
person turned out to be a 
good friend? 
Ever Happen to You? 11 
7. Can a person go without food longer 
than without sleep? 
Do you know your telephone number? 
. 
Who is wi8hing? What is the wish? 
Who is the doll who burp~ like a real baby? 
(BABY PATTABURP.) 
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*S;eecit'ic Ap,el1cat1ona of Eleven Critical ReadiBS Skills 
\ 
Compar-isons and Contrasts 
The ability to use different words in a given statement . 
Example: Find the word on page 2 that means the oppo-
of go . Montages p. 76. 
Contrasting. Examples Their nets balance across the boats 
like giant butterfly wings . Montages p . 76. 
88 
Using comparisons . Example: Look at the picture on page 1 . 
Does the flag look different .from our flag todHy. Tell 
bow. Montages P• 76 . 
Having items placed in a group. Example: What dogs do you 
see here? Montages P• 76. 
Displaying a series of items including one not belonging to 
the series. Example: Find the twin horses . Montages 
P• 76 . 
Identifying small objects with larger objects . Examples: 
Matching kitesJ Which barns are alike? Montages P• 76. 
Drawing Conclusions 
Finishing ideas in sentence tor.m. Example: *Because not one 
pupil wanted Don in the gane; be was sad • They all 
read the first message togetber:"Look ln £he P.s .B. " Mon• 
tages P• 77 . 
Context clue identification . Example: Can you tell why the 
covel' girl's hair is standing on end? Montages P• 77 . 
Choosing the best item or title for a given action or selec-
tion. Example: Pretend you ·are making the first moon 
landing. Which of these do you need? Montages P• 77 . 
Applying HOW questions . Example:*How did the washing ma-
chine really help Tam? 
Using WHY questions; Example: Why do sailors wear trousers 
tbat are wide at the bottom? Montages P• 77 • 
Cause and effect stimulation . Example: In the Gospel Jesus 
shows us that God will punish those who do not forgive ' 
others . Montages P• 77. 






Faot and Opinion 
Statements that are true beyond a doubt . Example: It will 
be the tallest monument in the United States . Montages 
P• 78. 
Statements that might not have taken place. Example: Some 
people say that means the winter will be long. l·iontages 
P• 78. 
The use ot "I think" statements . 
warmer today then yesterday. 
* Examples I think it's 
Mistaken identity expressions . Exmnple: 
the Senator. . 
* Exaggerations. Example: He must weigh 
dred pounds . Cartoon ot the whale. 
Generalizations 
* I •m sure it was 
at least tour hun• 
Montages P• 78. 
* Categorizing. Example: Daddy ta.lked about pigs, cows and 
goats at the meeting. He talked about a n 1 m a 1 s • 
Placing items in a series representing generalities . 
Exsmplet Pinto ponies are always hungry, just like 
brown poniee and gray ponies a.nd white ponies are . Mon-
tages P• 79. 
Sequenoe of ideas . Example: Why do people all over the 
world think the Pope will bless them. Montages p . 79. 
Picture of the dog; picture of the tie . 
Inferences 
Picture discovery . 
Mont ages p . 80. 
Example: The indiana tly a white flag . 
Prehistoric animal cartoon. 
Idea discovery. Example: What is it? It has e. great trunk 
That needs no key~- And a big rough bark. But it won't bite 
me . Montages p . tlO. 
Implied meanings in a story. Example: Picture: Marty from 
Mars. "When my daddy is away, he always writes to me, 
and he nevett spelle a word wrong. " Montages p . 80 
Making Judgments 
Finding pictures . Example: Mixed-up story: Which happened 
first,? Next? Next? Last? Mont ages P• Bl . 
Statements that are obviously quite , wrong. Example: "I think 
you pretend you're asleep just to get out ot work around 
beret" Montages p. 80 
· .. ' . . -• 
, · • .' . • .I ~ ... 
.-- . o! , 
90 
Pictures with captions . Example: Look a.t each picture 
and write under each to tell a story. Montages P• 81 . 
Glues given to ena}lle the child to choose the corx-ect end-
ing. Examplet You can chew nails candy money. 
Mixed words s M C 0 E E E R H (Oome here) . 
IF questions about a story. Example: 
were di.t'.t'erent 1 what would you do? 
Problem Solving 
If your winters 
Montages P• 81 .. 
Ar1tbmet1c problsms . Example: You have nine sheep and 
four sheep pens . Your object is to pnt an odd number 
ot sheep in each of the four pens. Montages P• 82. 
Science problems . Example: Picture of chipmunk ~nd bird. 
Montages P • 82. 
Solving mysteries . Example: NEXT ISSUE •• • • read how Ror 
esoa.pes from the two men and solves the mystery. Mon-
tages P• 82. 
Picking out the main idea in statements or in longer units . 
Mazes . ExBillple: These animals got out o.t' their cages. 
Can you help them find their way back? Montages P• 82. 
Changing the f1x-st letter in a listing of words to discover 
_, ... 
a new word. , · 
Questions using HOW. Example: How would you s~end a day 
if you were on a steel island? Montages P• o2. 
Real or Fanciful 
Distinguishing stories or statements that give facts from 
the ones that give fictitious ideas. Paragrapbt One 
dey •• • • • ••• • She liked it. Montages P• 83. 
Statements or pictures that are true or false . Example: 
dog &od man; chipmunk. Montages p. 83. 
Make believe stories or statements . Example: You never 
saw a dragon. did you? Bunrcy- reading. Montages P• 8.3 . 
Farfetched statements or pictures . Example: Man and dog 





Finding bow many kinds or t7Pes of words there are. Exam-
ple: M~u·k the things that are alive. Montages p. 84. 
* What two go together? Example: Bread and b u t t e r • 
Salt and p e p p e ~ • 
How words can be related in a crossword puzzle. 
G R A N D M 0 T H E R. Montages P• 84. 
Example: 
Ideas related in chronological order. simple listing, color, 
shapes or weights etc. Example: What is the biggest 
animal? Montages P• 84. 
From what we already know making a relationship. Example: 
How can we earn money this summer? Montages p. 84. 
Likenesses and differences. Example: How are leaves alike? 
How are they different? J.1ontages P• 84. 
Recognizing Relevancy 
Selecting items that belong from items that do not or that 
are not stated. Example: Which boles are useful? Which 
are not useful? Montages P• 85. 
Ideas stated outright from ideas that were only implied. 
Example: How can you change a pear into e pearl? Mon-
tages P• 8,$. 
Specific ctuestions. Example: Wb:bh two will bounce twice 
and highest? Montages P• 8$. 
A play on words wh1ob have connections. Exrunple: News 
Flaab Montages P• 85. 
Relating to Personal Experience . 
nDid you' questions. Example: Did you ever •••••• good friend? 
Montages p. 86. 
Direct questions relating to personal behavior in order to 
elicit 1dent1f1cat1on. Do you know your telephone num-
ber? Montages p. 86. 




Example: 'Make a purr like your kitten 
. ·.·.· 
; . 
' . ' 
;r,'' 
S UPPIEMENTARY TABlES 
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PERCENTAGE OF ELEVEN SKILLS 
I N EACH I1:AGAZINE · 
Ski 1 1s % .... 
I • 
11 100 I • 
I • 
10 01 I • /-
I • 
I • 
9 82 I • I • 
-.-
I • 8 73 I ~ 
I • 
7 64 I • I • 
II • 
6 I • sc: I • 
I • 
5 l;.5 I • 
I o 
I • 
4 ·I • 36 ! • . 
I • 
1 28 I o 
I • 
l9 I • 2 I • 
! • 
I • 1 0 I • ./ 
Ivi A G.A z I N E I 
~ 






PERCENT A.GE SOLUTIONS: Exo SKILLS : 














! I • 
I • 
I • 













I • I 
I • 
; - ! 
I I I • I 
I I I • I 
I I I • I 
I T I o I • 
I I I • I • 
I I I • I • ,. 
I I • I • I • . 
I. I • I • I • . . 
I • I I • I • I • 
I' • ,. I • I • I • I • I I • , I • I • . :: !T • T • . I • I • ' . I • I • 
I • I I • I • I • 
+-a. 
I • I • I • . I • 
I • I • I • I . I • 
I • I • i • . I • 
I • I • I • .. I • 
I' . I . I • . I • I • I • I • . I • 
!. : I I . I • . I • 
I • I • I • . I • 
' i - '.i • 
I • I • I • . I • 
I • I . I • . I • 
I • I • I • . I • 
(I • 
'· i • 
I • I • . II • 
I • II • , .. . I • 
I • II • I • . ·I • 
III IV v VI VII 
"a~ ~· "'cR ~- \}i. 
lf\ ',-j a-.. 0 -::t 









. ~ I 
p I 
ll I I d I ~ I , 
I I I 
I I ' I I I 
I' . I I o I . 
i i • I . ~ . 
!' . I . . i • I • . 
i • I . . I, . I ~ l . 
( 
I . .• 
I . . 
I .• . I • 
I • I • . 
! • i . 
I . I • . 
I • I • . 
I • I . . I: : . I • . I • I . 3 • I • . 
VIII IX X 
"'rs".. ~S?_ \}?... 
1.(\ 0" I:'-
"CO I:'- '-() 
Ma&• III had 11/11 Context ski11s=100%; 
10/11 Picture ski11s=91%; 7/11 Questi9ns 
ski11s=64% . 
Mago III had 100% Context; 91% Pictures'; 
64% Question·s; 100+91 +64+3=85% 
.-··-: 







September 20, 1964 
Dear Sirs: 
Please send me a subscription to your magazine 
available tor first and second grades tor the school 
year 1964-1965. 
I ~ using this material tor my dissertation, 
and therefore, tb1a work covers any teachers• guides 
or helps available to accompany the periodical. Please 
include guides or helps if they are provided with the 
subscription. 
Please send this material to: 
Sister Eunice, F.o.s.P. 
Thank you, 
Bill ua. 
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